The Key Safeguarding ultimately
means that our pupils are safe.
Why did you buy The Key
Safeguarding for your school?
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When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, we found
ourselves unable to deliver safeguarding
training face-to-face, or collect evidence
of staff completion. Both remote delivery
and tracking were needed in order to
continue to support our staff to confidently
safeguard pupils, and prove to Ofsted
that we were meeting our statutory
requirements.

How has The Key Safeguarding
benefitted your school?
More impact, with less work
People underestimate how long it takes to think
up, resource and deliver training. Before The Key
Safeguarding, it would take me about 10 hours
of work for every hour of training. With The Key
Safeguarding, that’s now been cut by 75%! On
top of that, the quality of the resources means
that staff stay more engaged and understand the
training content much more quickly than before.

Safer recruitment processes
We’ve been recruiting a lot of new senior
leadership staff, and have used the safer
recruitment eLearning course to make sure
that our recruitment process meets statutory
requirements.

Confidence in staff’s
safeguarding knowledge
Because it’s a product from The Key, you know
instantly that you can trust the information that
you’re passing on to staff. Combine that with
the diversity of the resources, the quality of the
content, and the ability to track progress and
assessments on a dashboard, I now have real
confidence in my staff’s safeguarding knowledge.

Would you recommend
The Key Safeguarding?
Yes, I would definitely recommend The
Key Safeguarding. It’s up to date, relevant,
engaging, interesting, fulfils all the statutory
requirements and ultimately means that our
pupils are safe.

How do you use
The Key Safeguarding?
At our school, we have to do 3 hours of
safeguarding training each year, which we
break up into smaller chunks throughout
the year. We use the INSET pack to deliver
training during the September INSET
day, and various resources at whole-staff
meetings across the terms. We send out
factsheets to staff on the Prevent duty or
new safeguarding issues which crop up, and
we also love the fantastic eLearning modules
which staff can complete in their own time.
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